
Black Week 2021 terms and conditions: 
Special offer No. 1: "2 + 1" 

or 
Special offer No. 2: discount code "blackfriday" 

These regulations describe the terms of special offers, Black Week 2021: 

2 + 1 and blackfriday 


Implemented in the online shop www.poszetka.com and in boutiques of Poszetka .com 
and Poszetka Retail. 

§ 1. Who is the Promoter?

The organizers of the action are companies:

- POSZETKA.COM JOANNA KRAJEWSKA-GODZIEK UL. SIKOREK 13, 40-537 KATOWI-
CE; (Tax Identification Number): 9542511894

- POSZETKA RETAIL SPÓŁKA Z OGRANICZONĄ ODPOWIEDZIALNOŚCIĄ UL. Sukienni-
cza 8 / U3, 31-069 Kraków(Tax Identification Number): 6762579349


§ 2.1. 2 + 1 Special offer conditions.

During the promotion period, the organizer allows customers who purchase at least three 
promotional products at the same time online or in a boutique, to obtain a 100% discount 
on the cheapest of them. If you select more than three products, the discount will be 
charged for one, the cheapest product.

The products covered by the promotion are products marked with the 2 + 1 graphic sym-
bol on the website www.poszetka.com. The indicated discount does not apply to dis-
counted products, it cannot be combined with other campaigns or special offers. Whole-
sale purchases are not included. The promotion does not apply to gift cards and pre-or-
der.


§ 2.2. blackfriday discount code offer conditions.

During the promotion period, the organizer allows customers who purchase a product on-
line or in a boutique to obtain a 10 or 15% discount on the products covered by the pro-
motion.

The products covered by the promotion are products marked with a -10% or -15% 
graphic symbol on the website www.poszetka.com. The indicated discount does not ap-
ply to discounted products, it cannot be combined with other organizer's campaigns or 
special offers. Wholesale purchases are not included. The promotion does not apply to 
gift cards and pre-order.


§3. What is the duration of the Promotion?

The promotion is valid on: November 22-28, 2021


§4. Return and exchange of Goods

Withdrawal from the contract concluded as part of the 2 + 1 Promotion is possible in rela-
tion to the entire order, and as part of the blackfriday Promotion in relation to each of the 
products. A possible exchange will be possible in relation to the goods covered by the 
promotion of the same value.



